CALLS FOR
287
SERVICE
WATCH COMMANDER:
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WRITTEN

12

TRAFFIC STOPS

40

BAKER ACTS

1

DATE: 8/20/18

CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

78287-18

Burglary
Residential

Rymshaw Drive

78324-18

Stolen
Vehicle

Boulder Rock Drive

18-78478

Violation of
an injunction

Cooper Ln

18-78490

Domestic
Battery

Clubhouse Dr.

78474-18

Crash

Old Kings Rd S

78286-18

Burglary –
Commercial

Moody Blvd

Predator 8750 Watt generator stolen from garage while it was left
open. Occurred between 08-19 at 12:00pm and 08-20 at 8:30am.
Unknown serial number. LeadsOnline checked for any similar
generators but met with negative results.
S1 was seen taking a 2018 Chevrolet Malibu from the residence
without permission and after being told she was not allowed to
drive it. The vehicle is an Enterprise vehicle that is being rented V1.
S1 stolen the keys while V1 was sleeping and left the residence.
Deputy Ocampo contact the SAO and walked a warrant
through on S1 for grand theft. Vehicle, tag, and decal entered in
FCIC/NCIC as stolen at the request of the victim and Enterprise
V1 advised that she has an injunction for protection in reference to
stalking against S1. V1 said S1 was driving past her house today and
neighbors caught him on video parking in a neighbors drive way
and exiting his vehicle and then leaving the area. Contact was made
with S1 at his residence at which time he was taken into custody
and transported to FCDF.
S1 was intoxicated and involved in a verbal argument with his exwife V1. During the argument over her not providing him with more
liquor he pushed her onto the bed. S1 was arrested for Domestic
battery and transported to FCDF.
Deputy Chambers was involved in a minor accident with another
vehicle. No injuries. FHP completing traffic crash investigation.
V1 reported a delayed burglary to Air Pros of Palm Coast. Jim stated
that sometime over the weekend someone broke a latch style lock
on an outside shed and stole multiple items. A generator, multiple
tools, and hundreds of pounds of copper wire were missing. V1
advised he does not have surveillance cameras and the shed was
the only thing not alarmed.

